The use of wavelets in the image processing domain is still in its infancy, and largely associated with image compression. With the advent of the dual-tree hypercomplex wavelet transform (D-HWT) and its improved shift invariance and directional selectivity, applications in other areas of image processing are more conceivable. This paper discusses the problems and solutions in developing the DHWT and its inverse. It also offers a practical implementation of the algorithms involved. The aim of this work is to apply the DHWT in machine vision.
INTRODUCTION
Wavelets are of significant interest in signal processing. However in contrast to the discrete Fourier transform the discrete wavelet transform is not shift invariant. In the area of image processing this has restricted the use of the wavelet transform to areas such as image compression where shift invariance is not a requirement. Recent research in wavelet signal processing however has resulted in the dual-tree complex wavelet transform [ 1] which offers approximate shift invariance and amplitude-phase analysis.
Analogical to 1-D signals requiring a pair of complex wavelets, 2 -D signals require a quadruple of hypercomplex wavelets for analysis [2] . This analogy extends to higher dimensions as well, and the hypercomplex wavelet transform can for example be used to filter 3-D data [3] . The hypercomplex wavelet transform has already been used for optic flow estimation, texture segmentation, and feature extraction. This paper outlines a complete implementation of Selesnick's biorthogonal wavelet filter design technique and the dual-tree hypercomplex wavelet transform. The dual-tree hypercomplex wavelet is then used to generate three steerable filters which allow rotation as well as translation.
STATE OF THE ART
An outline of Selesnick's filter design technique for designing biorthogonal wavelets [4] By letting Hi(z) = Ho(-z) and H1(z) = -Ho(-z) the first part of equation (1) is satisfied. The biorthogonality is established by
with F(z) = Q(z) (1 + z-1)K and F(z) = Q(z) (1 + Z1)K where K and K are the numbers of desired vanishing moments. D is a Thiran filter [4] to approximate a half sample delay d(n) = n) (_ )n r Tl k , hereT= 0.5 (3) To also fulfil the second part of equation (1) performed. This approach allows to safely choose the roots in the next step. Polynomial division without remainders is formulated as a least squares problem as shown in [6] . As Q and Q need to be symmetric and real-valued, each root of a group of two or four related roots must be assigned to the same spectral factor. Furthermore the difference in size of Q and Q should be minimal. Applying these criteria can still leave a list of choices. At least for larger filters however there does not seem to be much difference between these.
After choosing a spectral factorisation the filters can be computed according to equation (2) . Finally the filters are normalised. Note that equation (5) requires ri = 0 and rN = 0. This is solved by performing spectral factorisation for r2 ZN-2 + r3 + zN-3 + ... + rN-l and later extending Q(z) with a zero coefficient at the beginning and the end.
2-D HYPERCOMPLEX WAVELET TRANSFORM
The two-dimensional wavelet tree shown in [7] , which already uses four-element vectors, can be represented using hypercomplex numbers as follows. First the real-valued image is multiplied with (1 +i+j+k) so that all four components of the resulting hypercomplex number equal each other. prepare(X)(z) := X(z) (1 + 
1, i, j, k E HCA2 are the units of the commutative hypercomplex algebra HCA2 [2] . The layers of the wavelet pyramid are computed by recursively applying the following function to the lower frequency band decompose(l) (W)0(z:
where a, b E {0, 1}
The operators R, I, J, and X are for accessing the different components of the hypercomplex number. For Ruby offers methods to pack numerical data into a platformdependent binary representation. E.g. integers can be converted to bytes and later on be retrieved as follows [ 1, 2 ] .pack ( "cc ") => "\00 1\002 " "\001\002".unpack("cc") => [1, 2] This allows the implementation of an array datatype in Ruby which operates on binary data. A custom element-type can be created by implementing a corresponding mapping to and from binary data. Similar as in the NArray implementation, array elements are only temporarily represented as Ruby objects.
Ruby allows introspection, i.e. the existence of a method with a certain name can be checked during run-time using the method Object:: respond-to?. This can be used to develop a method which tries to invoke an efficient native implementation before falling back to using a slower generic implementation.
A large number of native implementations is required to cover all possible operations. There are 12 element datatypes (integer, complex, ...), 3 unary operations (negation, square root, absolute value), 3 accumulating operations (minimum, maximum, sum), and 6 binary operations (minus, plus, multiply, ...). Furthermore native implementations for down-, and upsampling, correlation, type-conversions, and extraction of sub-arrays are required. Optimising binary operations is especially hard because in each case there is an array-array-operation, a scalar-array-operation, and an array-scalar-operation to be supported. 12 12 3 6 = 2592 different native methods are required to provide for all possible binary operations.
Instead of implementing a code-generator as in the NArray project, the problem was addressed by nesting C++ templates. The major obstacles to this approach can be overcome by using template meta-programming techniques which were developed within the Boost project [8] . For figure 2) , a rotation of -_ p (where p := sin-'( ), see figure 2 ) will transfer all energy to v1,0. A solution to this problem is to use polar separable (10) One can see in table 1 that the low-frequency wavelets have a pattern which has half the frequency of its high-frequency sibling. If (3)).
(1 -k) cos(a) (0 0) + (i -j) sin(a) (0 0) (12) Figure 2 shows how the frequency domain is covered by the basis wavelets. As can be observed, modelling rotations in general is much more difficult, because signal energy is transferred [9] . However this approach does not allow to model the translations as shown above.
However using linear combinations of the basis wavelets (see table 1 ) one can approximate rotating patterns. Using the term (13), table (4) Term (14) generates a rotating chequered shape (see table (5) . One can see that the outer fringes of the filter are not participating in the rotation of the pattern.
(1 +i+j+k) cos() (0 1) It has been shown, how the basis wavelets can be used to model translation of patterns. Furthermore three patterns have been presented which allow approximate rotations as well. Future work will attempt to model rotating patterns more accurately. The motivation is to be able to represent arbitrary texture patches as a linear combination of steerable wavelets which can be steered both in rotation as well as translation. If such a wavelet basis exists, it would be possible to model arbitrary translations and rotations as operations in the hypercomplex domain. A feature extraction method based on this model would then be able to pick out salient features (e.g. edges, corners, and joints) and recover them regardless of rotation, translation, and scale.
Furthermore we would like to point out that the redundancy of the dual-tree complex wavelet transform can be overcome by using the softy-space projection [10] which relieves the redundancy by projecting the real-valued image on a hypercomplex image of lower resolution.
